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 .0987Dream Tank The Dream Tank was a British tank that was originally designed as an anti-aircraft tank. It was designed by
A.A. Cooper and began production in the UK in 1946. Development The tank was designed in response to the need for a cheap,

efficient anti-aircraft tank. Cooper, a senior engineer at the Army's Central Works, in Coventry, had been asked by his boss,
Chief of the Armament Design Staff, Colonel F.T. Taylor, to design a small tank, to be used in the anti-aircraft role. The initial

design was intended to use the 75 mm anti-aircraft gun from the Whitworth-Cooper anti-aircraft tank destroyer as the main
armament. The tank was to be the first British attempt at designing a tank with an all-welded structure, and had a wider track,

and a long, thin hull. The tank was never put into production, but the basic design was used to create the larger Ram and Bulldog
tank. See also British anti-tank weapons of World War II References External links Pictures of the Dream Tank on the War

Museum's website Photos of the Dream Tank on the Tank Museum's website Category:World War II tanks of the United
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Kingdom Category:Anti-aircraft guns of the United Kingdom Category:World War II anti-aircraft weaponsQ: How to deploy to
Windows Azure an ASP.NET web application using continuous deployment I need to start using a continuous deployment

workflow for our web applications. We currently use TFS but I'd like to move to Visual Studio Online as we're not using it for
other projects. As far as I know you can only deploy ASP.NET web applications to Azure using Web Deploy but I don't know
how to make Visual Studio Online "web deploy" or otherwise cause it to make sure that the web application is deployed. The
idea is that when a developer makes a change to the application it is automatically deployed to a test environment and then to

production. As I said, I'm not a Azure expert so I don't even know if this is possible. A: The Windows Azure SDK 1.3 includes
the Microsoft.WindowsAzure.ServiceRuntime nuget package for ASP.NET. This is designed to be used for developing

Windows Azure based Web Apps. You can 82157476af
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